Why CDP is a Necessity
for Marketers
What is a CDP?
According to the CDP Institute,
A Customer Data Platform is packaged software that creates a persistent,
unified customer database that is accessible to other systems.

Obstacles to Using Customer Data
What are your biggest obstacles to better customer data utilization? *

63%

Can't assemble unified customer data

54%

Can't apply unified customer data in delivery systems

47%

Can't extract data from source systems

36%
34%
34%

Marketing staff lacks time or skill
Technology staff lacks time or skill
Poor cooperation across organization

26%

Budget is inadequate

Need for CDP

Disconnected
customer data

Disparate
data sources

Generic
customer experiences

Non-integrated
marketing systems

The Growing Importance of CDP
44% of organizations surveyed by Forbes Insights report that a
customer data platform is helping drive Customer Loyalty and ROI

44%

in their organization.

Creating a unified view was selected as a top benefit by 86% of
respondents, far more than applications such as predictive modeling (59%),
message selection (49%), or cross-channel orchestration (49%).

86%

B2B companies are more likely to hope the CDP will reduce their
reliance on IT from 42% to 24%.

24%

Capabilities

Data
Aggregation

Smart
Segmentation

Identity
Resolution

Real-Time
Customer Experience

What CDP capabilities are most important to you? *
Collect data from all sources, including CRM,
Websites, mobile apps, and third parties.

85%
76%
64%
62%
55%
55%
52%

Powerful identity matching and management
On premises deployment

Access full detail of all collected data
Deliver customer profiles to other systems in real time

Support compliance with GDPR and other privacy regulations
Coordinate customer treatments across channels

Benefits

Aggregate data directly
from your audience

Eliminate
data silos

Create a single
unified customer view

Unify cross-channel
marketing efforts

Personalize
the user experience

What benefits do you expect from a CDP? *
Create unified customer view

86%
59%

Improved predictive modeling and recommendations
49%

Improved orchestration of customer treatments across
channels

49%
40%

59%

49%
49%
40%
40%
39%

Improved message selection and personalization

Less reliance on IT resources

86%

55%
40%

Access to otherwise-unavailable data
Improved data analysis and segmentation

39%

CDP: Delivering Personalized Customer Experiences

86%

of marketers credit personalization with a
major or moderate boost in lead generation.

84%

of marketing leaders say personalization majorly
or moderately improves customer acquisition.

Dear Sam,
Insure your Ford Figo now
@ Rs. 9,500/year
BUY NOW

Sam visits
Insurance.com

Browses for
Car Insurance

Fills the quote
and drops off
Insure Now

Sam receives
a personalized
message

Lemnisk CDP

CDP: Improving Digital Growth for Financial Marketers
Data-activated marketing based on a customer’s needs, intent, and behavior in real-time
are becoming a vital part of digital growth for a financial organization. This can boost total
sales easily by 15-20% and improve the ROI on marketing spend across various marketing
channels. A growing number of financial marketers are turning to CDPs to resolve their
scattered and siloed customer data problems.
Sources: CDPI Industry Update-Jan2019, Forbes Insights, Salesforce Blog-2019.

* Results based on 272 responses
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